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ThiL repcrt, !:repred in accordace with C.0. 07633 is  submitted ir. 
accordance K i t h  Contract XAS9-12SO:. Exhibit A (Stztcmrrt o t  Worhj, 
Task IS {:ldvcrsc Operating Conditions). 
Reported hxein are descriptions of the t e s t  hardk-are, facility, 
procedures, and results of electrically heated tube and channel tests 
conducted to determine atherre operating condition limits for convec- 
tively cooled chambers typical of Space Shuttle Orbit kanuevering Engine 
designs. Hot-start tests were conducted with CRES and nickel *ubes with 
bo th  bEM and SO-50 coolants. 
frotn form, was stxdied in tubular test  sections. 
and burn-bu? limit.:. in rectangular channels were ilso investigated. 
Helium ingestion, in bJth bubble afii! 
Helium bubble ingestion 
4- , .. . .  
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Under Task VXI o f  t h e  SS/OME Reusable Thrust Chamber Contract (N;\s9-12802), 
heated tube .es ts  vere  ccnducted with PpB1 and 50-50 f u e l s  t o  e s t a b l i s h  
convective cocling s a f e t y  f a c t o r  Correlat ions f o r  s teady-state  conditions.  
These co r re l a t ions  were used t o  dcsign two regcnerazively cooled t h r u s t  
chambers which uert. subsequently s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  operated over a hide range 
cf chamber pressures and mixture r a t i o s  simulating OME operat ing c o n d i t i w s  
Adverse operating conditions have been i d e n t i f i e d  which could be more severe 
than those previously tested. Rather than subject  a complete regenerat ively 
cooled th rus t  chamber t o  t h e s e  conditions,  an electrically heated tube 
tes t  prcgram was conducted (Task I X )  i n  order  t o  economically prcvide 
pre l in inary  dazz t o  assess t h e  impact of the adverse condi t ions or. chamber 
operat  i o r  . 
The latest Space S h u t t l e  f l i g h t  ~ l a n  r equ i r e s  t h a t  t h e  O M  start during 
+he ascent t r a j ec to ry .  Thermal analyses have indicated t h s t  t h e  i n l e t  
nanif-sld and adjacent nozzle region may be several  hundred degrees F due 
:o heating fron rhe SSXE and SRB engines khen t n e  LIME starts. Tests were, 
thereforc ,  ccnducted i n  t h i s  t a s k  to  demonstrate the  maximum w a l l  tempera- 
t u r e  a t  which t h e  O&!E can sa fe ly  start. 
A1 though OMS pod spec i f i ca t ions  require  t h a t  propel lants  be d e l  iversd t o  
the  0YE f r e e  from helium bubbles or f r o t h ,  t he  p o s s i b i l i t y  e x i s t s  t h a t  
fai1::re of a surface rension device could r e s u l t  i n  e i t h e r  form o f  h e l i m  
being celi\?ered t o  the  engine. 
deternine the cooling co r re l a t ions  with frothed fue l  and t h e  maximm s ize  
he l ium babbles which t h e  regenerat ively cooled chamber can Tolerate.  
Tests  were conducted i n  t h i s  task t o  
Kegcxerative cooling safety f a c t o r s  are defined as the  heat  f l u x  which 
r e s u l t s  i n  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  f i l m  bo i l i ng  divided by t h e  predicted heat 
1 
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f l2x  at t he  p a r t i c u l a r  location i n  t h e  chamber. 
flus has been determined experher i ta l ly  with one-dimensional heat  flow 
t h o u g h  zircular  tubes (Task '111). The predicted heat f lux is ca lcu la ted  
Js ing  two-dimensional analysis .  In  t h e  th roa t  region, two-dimensional 
effects are negl igible .  A t  t h e  in j ecco r  end, hcwever, t h e  heat f l u e s  
a t  t h e  in t e r sec t ion  of the  k:? znd hot wall are s i g n i f i c a n t l y  higher 
than averagc. Safety f a c t o r s  are calculated based on these  high hea t  
f luxes.  I t  has been shown, a n a l y t i c a l l y ,  t h a t  local f i lm bo i l ing  in  t h e  
corners may be y c s i b l e  without burnout. Tuo-dimensional tests using 
asynmetrically heated rectangular  passage tes t  sec t ions  were conducted 
t o  deternine b u n o u t  heat f l ux  values f o r  t h e  i n j e c t o r  end of t h e  OME 
t h r u s t  chamber. 
test sect ions.  
The t r a n s i t i o n  heat 
Helium ingest ion tests were alsc conducted wixh t h e  2-D 
Testing was roiiducted at t h e  Thermal Laboratory of t h e  L.A. Division o f  
Rockwell i n t e rna t iona l ,  where t h e  p rev ic j s  heated tube tests were run. 
The i n i t i a l  t e s t  program was performed i n  J u l y  
was acconplished i n  Sovember-December 1973. 
1973. Additional t e s t i n g  
4 
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.I t x a i  of 44 ho t - s t a r t  simulation tests weze conducted with MI and 
39-5@ fue l  coolants i n  both CRES and n icke l  tubes.  Ya?tism tes t  sec t ion  
temperatures as high as 1600 F were rap id ly  quenched withoui incident  a t  
coolant v e l o c i t i e s  as iow as 5 ft /se; .  
Eighty-two h e l i m  bllbble tests were conducted with MY5i and 50-50 fue l  
coolants i n  both CRES tubes and CRES asymmetrically heated rectangular  
passage test sect ions.  H e l i u m  bubble dura t ions  i n  excess of  one second 
were successful ly  achieved in  the  rectangular  2-D test sec t ion  a t  thc  
r.or,inal O X  t h r c a t  heat  f l ux  leve l  of 2 . 8  BTU/in'-sec. 
A t o t a l  of  18 helium f r o t h  tests were Conducted rgith MW and SO-SO fue l  
coolants i n  CRES tubes. 
(by volume) were achieved without s ign i f i can t  wall temperiture increases  
a t  the nominal inje:tor end heat f l ux  level of  1.S BTLf/inZ-sec. Five o f  
the  t e s t s  determined burn-out lilnits with various f r o t h  vel-me percents  
a t  increased heat  f l ux  leve ls .  
Helium f r o t h  f lowrates  as high as 3@ percertt 
Seven bum-out t e s t s  weze conducted i n  the  2-D rectangular  passage test 
sect ions.  
a t  a value of ?'- ATS~,B = 9500 - ft-F . 
one-half of t h a t  achieved i n  a c i r c u l a r  tube a t  a similzr ;- ATSUB value. 
A t  lower values of V -  A T c ~ ~ ~ ( < 3 0 0 0  -) t he  2-D and 1-D buin-out heat 
f lux levels  a r e  similar. 
X maximum heat f l ux  l eve l  of 4 . 1  BTU/in2-sec was achieved 
This 2-D heat f l ux  l c \ e l  is aboLt 
sec 
f t - F  
s ec 
3 
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DISCUSSION 
Tests were conducted at t h e  Los Aigeles Division Thermal Laboratory, 
where previous ONE heared tube t c s t  programs were conduct,-d. 
f a c i l i t y  i s  s h o w  scheaa t ica l ly  ..n Fig. 1. 
pressurized tank through shutoff ,  t h r o t t l e .  and check valves  i n t o  t h e  
t e s t  sect ion.  Flowrate is measured by curbine flowmeter and ca i jb ra t ed  
o r i f i c e .  
s ec t ion  f o r  \*isval ane photographic observation of t h e  flow with helium 
ingestion. 
The 
Coolant flows from th-. 
A g l a s s  viewing sec t ion  is i n s t a l l e d  downstream of t h e  test 
The t e s t  s ec t ion  c o n s i s t s  of  an el hested tube o r  channel 
szct ion i n  a GNz-purged box f o r  SL , ;. -_.  ?j I n l e t  and o u t l e t  
pressurzs and temperatures o f  t h e  C, J lan t  are rccasured. 
are aeasured t o  ind ica t e  t h e  cnse t  of f i l m  boi l inx.  
controller! bl- t h e  vol tage applied t o  t h e  ends of t h e  test sec t ion  v i a  
terminal b a r s  
a t  t h e  end of t h e  t e s t  sect ion.  
container and rhe flow system. 
Wall temperatures 
Heating rates are 
back pressure regulator  maintains t h e  desired pressure 
GN2 i s  used t o  purge t h e  t e s t  s ec t ion  
4 
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A CIfc system is used for the helium ingestion tests. 
consists of a high-pressure GHe bottle, a regulator, a calibrated flow 
orifice, and a check valve. The helium system is colmacttd, as shwn 
in Fig. 1, for the helium froth tests. The mixer is a perforated tube 
sealed in a "T" (Fig. 3) which was lor-xed close to the test section to 
n!inimi:c agglomeration of the bubbles. 
The system 
For the helium bubble tests, the mixer Tee is replaced with the bubble 
flcw circuit shown in Fig. 1. Operation of this circuit is described 
under TEST PROCEDURES. Essentially, the system provides initial steady- 
state flow of PM1, followed by injection of a known quantity of helium 
at nearly constant pressure to accuxately simulate flow of a slug of 
helium through a regeneratively cooled thrust chamber. 
Instrumentation parameters, ranges, and display forms are listed in 
Table 1. A schematic of instrumentation locations is given in Fig. 4.  
TEST HARDWARE 
Test hardware consisted of both circular tube and rectaxgdar channel 
assemblies as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 ,  respectively. 
utilized 0.25-inch O . D . ,  .18-inch I . D .  C E S  321, and electroformed nickel 
tubes with 4-inch heated length to simulate channel dimensions and materials 
in the regenerative chamber nozzle region where high temperatures due to 
nozzle soakback and/or heating is likely to occur. The helium ingestion 
tests were conducted in 0.12S-inch O.D., 0.086-inch I . D .  CRES 321 tubes. 
The nominal heated test section length was 9.6 inches. 
blocks are brazed to the tubes as shown in Fig. 5 to provide uniform 
electrical contact around the circumference of the tube. The terminal 
blocks are mounted to the micarta hsse, which has slotted holes to allow 
for thermal expansion. 
The hot-start tests 
Copper terminal 
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TABLE 1 
INSTRUMENTATIOh FOR ELECTRICALLY HL4TEr YUBE TESTS 
Pressures,  p s i a  
Coolant Orifice I n l e t  
Coolant Orifice A P  
Tube I n l e t  
Tube Outlet  
CHe Supply 
GHe Orifice I n l e t  
G!te Or i f i ce  &+let 
Temperatures F 
Coolant Orifice 
Tube AT 
lube Outlet  
Tube i ta l l  
Coolant Flowratc, cps 
Tube Voltage 
Tube Current, amps 
Automatic Cutoff, F 
Btlbble Valve Signal 
Cal ibra t ion  
Symbol Ra.l?? D i sp  1 ay 
0 - dsci l iograph 
R - Pen Recorder 
P - Panel Cage OJ. Meter 
* - Helium Tests Only 
P FS 
DPF 
PrI 
PTO 
PHS 
PHI 
PHO 
TF 
AT 
TFO 
TW1 
Tw2 
w 5  
FC 
V 
I 
0-5OG 
e 5 0  
e 5 0 0  
9 -5co 
8- 3G3L 
e-1500 
0-0 
0-100 
0- 500 
0-500 
0-2000 
0-2000 
0-2OL)O 
0-50 
0-2000 
500-1500 
P 
O P  
0 
0 ,  p 
P* 
P* 
P* 
0 
P 
P*, 0 
9 
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e 
0-2c)oo I 
0-2000 F 
(3 I 
0-2000 F 
0-500 PS:G 
0-5oc F + 
ATMOSPHERE eox 
I I 1
15 UVA 
P M R  
SUPPLY 
Figure 4. Test Section Power Supply and Instrumentation 
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The assembly for the two-dimensional heated tube tests consists of a 
ten-inch rectangulir tube onto which circular tube ends are welded for 
flow connection. 
Voltage qylied to the cnds of the strip through the attached copper 
tewinal blocks providcs an asymmetric heat input to the tube whirs 
simulates heacing of the hot wall of the chamber. The nickel close-out 
is not simulated because the back-wall material has been shown analytically 
to have little effect on the heat flux distribution in the area of the 
intersection of the hot wall and land. 
on the test section would affect the electrical heat distribution. 
A co,)per strip - 5  bra:cd to the tube along one surface. 
In addition, a nickel close-out 
Three copper terninal blocks uere brazed to the rectangular test sectians 
to provide for nominal heated lengths of 2, 5, and 7 inches to simulate 
throat and injector end operating conditions of the regenerative cooled 
chamber. Three test sections of two different cross-section geomr-ries 
were fabricated and tested. ed 
in Fig. 7. 
"hc prtinent channel dimensions are : 
Pretest Calibration aDd Checkout Procedures 
The coolant flowmeter was calibrated in water. 
orifice was calibrated in water and checked against the flowmeter in W. 
X curve of a tank inlet pressure vs flow was generated so that pressures 
could be set for the hot-start transient tests. The helium flow orifice 
was calibrated in helium. 
teristics nere checked by photographing through a glass viewing section. 
Instrumentation calibrations, in terms of galvonometer deflections for 
the oscillograph recorder, were checked periodically during the test 
program. 
The coolant flow measuring 
The quality of the froth and the bubble charac- 
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Hot-Start Tests 
Frior to each hot-start transient test, the system was purged with CNz 
for approximritely five minutes to remove all amine fuel from the system 
downstream of the run valve. The tank pressure was set for the desired 
flowrate. The tube was heated slowly by increasing electrical power 
while mnitoring tube wall temperature until the desired temperature 
level was achieved. The instrumentation and the cmlant flow uas then 
turnedon for approximately 15 seconds or until sufficient cool-down w a s  
achieved. 
finally instrumentation. 
these tests. 
Electric power w a s  turned off followed by coolant flow and 
KO back pressure regulator was used during 
Tube temperature levels were increased from 200-300 F to aborlt 1600 F in 
several steps with decreasing flourates corresponding to coolant velocities 
of approximately 10, T.S, and 5 ft/sec tested at each temperature level. 
Helium Bubble Tests 
The l= i t ia l  procedure prior to test w a s  to trap a known mass of helium in 
a secontary flow circuit as shown i ; ~  the schematic of Fig. 1. 
accomplished by establishing a law-coolant flourate 3t a given reduced 
pressure (by appropriate setting of thc tank and back pressure regulators) 
in the primary flow circuit. 
line (of known golume) until the pressure was sufficient to cause the 
check valve to the primary circuit t o  open (as verified by helium bubbles 
in the sight tube). Variations in trapped helium mass were obtained by 
varying the secondary circuit volrrae and/or the initial pressure of the 
5 ys tern. 
A -  - 
This w a s  
Helium w a s  then introduced into the secondary 
The primary coolant pressure was then increased to nominal run condition 
(although still at low flow). Coolant flow was allowed to bleed into the 
helium circuit by uncoupling and operating the (normally closed) valve 
15 
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between primary and secondary l i n e  i n  order  t o  br ing the  helium pressure 
up t o  near ly  the  same pressure  level as the coolant.  
The valves  i n  t h e  primary and secondary c i r c u i t s  were recoupled. 
coolant flow was then increased t o  the  des i red  operat ing level .  
cha r t s  s e r e  turned on and t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  power increased t o  a leve l  
simulating th roa t  heat f lux  conditions (= 2.8 BTU/in2-s tc). 
tube motion p i c tu re  camera uas turned on. 
cycled simultaneously, switching t h e  coolant f l 9 W  f r o m  t h e  primary 
c i r c u i t  t o  the  secondary c i r c u i t ,  thercby, forcing the  helium bubbie 
through the  test sec t ion  wi th  minimup d is rupt ion  of flow. 
The 
The 
The s igh t  
The tuo valves  were then 
The normal shutdown sequence was: 1) camera o f f ,  3) power o f f ,  3) flow 
off,  4) cha r t s  off. 
H e l i u m  Froth Tests 
The helium pressure was set t o  provide t h e  des i red  flowrate across  the  
selected ca l ibra ted  choked flow orifice (. 3017-inches diameter).  
desired amine coolant f l o u r a t e  was i n i t i a t e d  and ve r i f i ed .  The helium 
flow vas then admitted t o  t h e  mixing sec t ion  and the  c h a r t s  turned on. 
The e l e c t r i c  power was gradual ly  increased t o  t h e  des i red  injector-end 
leve l  of  about 1 .6  BTU/in*-sec or until a wall temperature excursion 
occurred i n  the case of burn-out tests. 
were turned o f f  and then the  coolant and helium flows were shutof f .  
A back pressure regula tor  was used t o  maintain a pressure o f  about 180-200 
ps i a  at the  o u t l e t  of t h e  test sect ion.  
The 
After power cu to f f ,  t h e  charts 
The f r o t h  leve ls ,  i n  general ,  were increased i n  successive tests t o  a 
maximum value of about 30 percent by v~lume.  
1 ’  
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- 2-D Burn-Out Tests 
These t e s t s  were conducted by first establishing L-IC desired amine 
coola,it flotrirzte. The charts were then turned on and the electrical 
pwer levcl gradually increased until a wall temperature increase was 
noted. 
An exception to the above procedure occurred in the first bum-out tert, 
(with 50-50 fuel) wherein there was not sufficient electrical power tu 
cause burn-out at the established flowrate. The flowrate was, therefore, 
decreased (at maximum electrical p e r )  until a wall temperature excursion 
occurred. 
order to achieve the desired 'neat fiux levels. 
Subsequent tests utilized a larger capacity power source in 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Hot-Start Tests 
The data analysis associated with hot-start tests consisted mainly of 
verifying the initial test section temperature from the oscillograph and 
pen recorder charts. In addition, the oscillographs were studied to 
determine if there were any anomalies in temperature, flow, or pressure 
traces which might indicate possible fuel decomposition or "popping." 
Helium iilbble Tests 
The motion pictures of the bubble passing through the downstream sight 
tube were reviewed to determine bubble duration and quality ( i - e . ,  
continuous o r  segmented bubble). 
permitted calculation of bubble durations to within about 1 milliseconds 
accuracy. 
section ielqeratdre resulting from the helium bubble. 
The camera speed of 400 frames/second 
lht oscillographs wcre reviewed to determine maximum test 
17 
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Helium Froth ‘rests 
The coolant and helium flowrates were verified from oscillograph orifice 
pressure drops and flowmeter traces. The corresponding helium volume 
percent was calculated. 
electrical poker generation were also obtained from the oscillographs. 
The maximum test section wall tesperatures and 
In the case of burn-oLt tests, the electrical power, just before the wall 
temperature increase, was calculated from the voltage and current traces. 
The total power divided by the internal surface area of the test tube 
provided the burn-out heat flux. 
prehsure were used to determine outlet subcooling. 
froth was determined from the measured coolant flourate and calculated 
density corresponding to the volume percent of helium. A heat balance 
of the electrical power input and the coolant enthalpy rise was calculated 
to determine possible test discrepancies. 
The -wlant outlet temperature and 
TI.. velocity of the 
“-D Burn-Out tests 
The electrical power, coolant outlet temperature and pressure, and coolant 
flowrate were obtained from the oscillographs at a point just prior to 
the recorded wall temperature increase indicating transition to film boiling. 
The outlet temperature and pressure were utilized to determine outlet 
subcooling. 
and known test section flow area. 
The coolant velocity was calculated from measured coolant flow 
The asymmetric heat flux equivalent to thrust chamber heating conditions 
was determined using a two-dinensional thermal conduction model. 
analysis technique is discussed in detail in ,he appendix of this report. 
The equivalent 1-D heat flux is essentially the total heat generation 
minus the heat generated in the lands and closeout, divided by the width 
(lands plus channel) of the test section. 
level is about 13 percent lower thm if it were assumed that all of the 
The 
In general, this heat flux 
18 
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heat generation occurred in the copper strip and none in the CRES 
section. 
TEST RESULTS 
Hot-Start Tests 
A rota1 of 44 hot-start simulation tests were conducted. A brief over- 
all test summary is given in Table 2. 
results are sumarized in Tables 3 and 4 .  
1600 F sere attained with both CRES and nickel tubes with flows as low as 
half of the anticipated engine start walue. 
temperatures (temperatures were recorded at two axial locations on the 
tubes) decayed with no indication of overshoot. Pressure traces indicated 
that no "popping" occurred, although Some low frequency (50  cps) low 
amplitude (15 psi peak-to-peak) oscillations were occasionally recorded. 
The fluctuations Mere harmless and probably resulted because of the low 
pressure at which the tubes were operated to approximate pressures which 
would exist in the engine during a vacuum start. 
The individual 'est conditions and 
Tube temperatures as hot as 
In all cases, the tube wall 
A typical oscillogr-iph record is shown ir. Fig. 8 for a 1600 F test on the 
nickel tube. 
a t  which the coolant entered the tcbe. However, the heated portion of 
the tube begins about 5 inches downstream of the inlet pressure tap so 
that the coolant enters the heated portion of the tube approximately 0.35 
seconds later. 
coolant reaches the hot tube, although the upstream temperature initially 
decays at a much more rapid rate indicating the possibilit) of nucleate 
boiling transitioning to film boiling along the length of the tube. The 
subsequent increasing rate of temperature decay in thc downstream region 
could indicate a change from film to nucleate boiling at a sufficiently 
low wall temperature. 
The rise of tube inlet pressure is indicative of the time 
Bcth wall temperatures begin to decay very soon after 
19 
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HOT-START TIST SMlARY 
hMi Test Summary 
20 Tests With CRES Tubes 
190°F to 1610°F Tube Tenperatures 
5 to 10 ft/sec Velocity 
0 9 Tests With Electroformed Nickel Tube 
0 310 to 159O'F Tube Temperatures 
0 5 to 10 ft/sec Velocity 
Imnediate Quench For All Tests 
50-50 Test Summary 
@ 8 Tests With CRES Tubes 
750 to 1620 F Tube Temperatures . 5 to 10 ft/sec Velocity 
7 Tests With Electroformed Nickel Tube . 646 to 1620 F Tube Temperature 
5 to 10 ft/sec Velocity 
Immediate Quench For All Tests 
20 
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Test Tube ! I n i t i a l  
TABLE 3 
Coolant Vel. 
OME HOT-START SIMULATION TESTS WITH )IpIM 
! Material : Temp, F ( f t / s e c )  Remarks 
190 I 1-1 ; CRES Eo. 1 
1-22 ' 
i-23 : 
1-24 ' 
1-25 
1-26 
1-27 i 
1-28 
I 
1-2  ' 
1-3 
1-4 , 
::: I 
1-7 [ 
1-8 , 
I 
* 1-9 ; 
: 1-11 , 
1-12 I 
1-13 , CRES 
1-10 
I 
> 
1-14 
i 
! 1-16 ' 
1-15 1 
1 1130 
1 1580 
800 
1 1580 
t 
: 350 
i 810 
i 1-17 \ 
280 
500 
630 
1000 
' 1200 
1340 
; 1200 
: 1070 
: 70 
. 1500 
j 1610 
. 2 1 620 
1 980 
1 1210 
i 1590 
t 
! 
i 600 
10 
5 I
10 1 
1 a 
8 
5 
5 
5 
1 Qiienched without temperature overshoot i 
I 
i 
i 
$ 
1 
! 
i 
! 
i 
i 
; 
! 
i 
\ 
t 
t 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
t 
i 
I i
i 
i 
f 1 
i t 
i 
! 
1 
I 
i 
1 
! 
! 
i 
i 
f 
i 
i 
f 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I I I 1 
NOTES: Tube dimensions = 0.25" O.D. X0.035"wall X 4.0" 
No. 1 and No. 2 are iden t i ca l  samples. 
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Test 
1-83 
1-84 
1-85 
1-86 
1-87 
1-88 
1-89 
1-9G 
1-91 
1-92 
1-93 
1-94 
1-95 
1-96 
1-97 
TASLE 4 
ONE HOT-START SIMULATION TESTS WITH 53-50 
Tube 
Material --- 
CRES No. 1 
Electroform. 
Nickel  
h i t i a l  
Temp, F 
750 
1020 
1280 
1625 
1260 
1620 
1310 
1610 
646 
1220 
1600 
1115 
1600 
1200 
1620 
7- 
Eoolant Vel. 
( f t / s e c )  
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 
a 
5 
5 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
5 
5 
RemarL 
Juenched without tc ,perature overshoot 
2 2  
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From the graphical representation of the tests, it can be seen that 
only five of the 82 tests exhibited overheating similar to a bum-out 
phenomena. 
sections at bubble durations considerably below that achieved in the 
2-D channel test sections. One of the tests (P1-32) was a sufficiently 
high heat f l m  (4.6 BTU/in2-sec) as to be on the verge of transition to 
film boiling (based on prev-ous data) even without a helium bubble. 
This tesz is, therefore, not representative. Three of the remaining 
tests indicating burn-out were w i t h  MI coolant. 
during test, but self-quenched. 
out the tube had the parer not been cut manually. 
ture trace shows a llr? F rise in 0.6 seconds, prior to cut-off, at both 
ends and center of the tube. 
about 0.081 seconds at a heat flux of 3.09 BTU/in2-sec. 
2000 F again on Test 1-52 with 0.044 sec bubble at 3-12 BTU,'inZ-sec. 
This was the shortest duratian in which burn-out was indicated with W. 
For both of these cases, the wall temperatures contirmxl to rise even 
after the liquid coolant re-entered the test section. 
reproduce these results on successive tests failed. 
saturated W indicated no sign of wall temperature rise with bubbles 
up to 0.2 seconds in dcration. 
All five of these tests occurred in the circular tube test 
Test 1-32 glowed red 
Test 1-42 would probably have burned 
The tube wall tempera- 
This occurred with a bubble duration of 
The tube exceeded 
Efforts to 
Tests with helium 
Test 1-82 with 50-50 as coolant was cutoff with a wall temperature near 
the outlet above 2000 F with a heat flux of 3.11 BTU/in2-sec and bubble 
duration of about 0.2 sec. 
temperature rise as the bubble passed through the test section. 
All other tests showed at most a few degrees 
Testing with SO-SO in the 2-D channel was conducted without incident in 
the initial test program (Test 1-98 to 1-107) at bubble durations c1p to 
0.28 sec. 
continued utilizing MMi coolant. 
1.2 sec occurred in Test 2-55 at a nminal corrected heat flux of 
In the second test program, testing in 2 - D  channel sections 
The maximum bubble duration of about 
30 
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2 2.6 BTU/in -sec and a velocity of 22 ft/sec. 
The oscillograph traces for Test 2-55 are presented in Fig. 11. 
point in time at which the bubble passes through the test section can 
be obtained from the test section inlet pressure trace. 
helium density results in reduced test section inlet pressure. 
outlet pressure is maintained constant (except for an initial transient) 
by the back pressure regulator. The estimated bubble duration based on 
the pressure trace is about 1.1 sec, which compares favorably with the 
1.2 sec obtained by a frame count of the sight tube motion pictures. 
The 
The reduced 
The 
The two test section wall temperature measurements are seen to ramp 
upward soon after the bubble enters the test section. 
are measured on the CRES sides of the test section as close as possible 
( -0.010 - 0.015 inch) to the CRES-copper interface. 
peak out at about 1000 F (compared to noBlinzl operating levels of 640-680 F), 
approximately 0.5 - 0.7 sec after tt.e bubble passes through the test 
section. The continuing temperature rise after the bubble exits is prob- 
ably due to the trailing froth w h i c h  was apparent in the motion pictures. 
Self-quenching occurred in this case as it did in all cases conducted 
with the rectangular test sections. 
These temperatures 
The temperatures 
The capability of the 2-D channel section to absorb longer bubble 
durations than the circular tubes without excessiiie temperature. excursions 
is believed due to the larger mass and non-uniform heating. 
section, the CRES, closeout is relatively cold ( -100-200 F) during 
normal operation. 
heated surface temperature begins to rise, considerable heat is conducted 
to the cold lands and close-out. 
and thermal response of the rectangular channel section are lower than 
for the uniformly heated thin-wall circular tube. 
In the channel 
As the bubble passes through and the electrically 
In essence, the average temperature 
31 
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H e l i u m  F n t h  Tests 
A t o t a l  of 18 tests were conducted i n  t h e  n e l i u  f ro th  test series u t i l i r -  
ingunifor . :?  heated c i r c u l a r  tube test sect ions.  
of 8 tests with SO-SO coolant and i o  tests with Mi coolant. The 
helium flow ranged f r o m  s l i g h t l y  g r e a t e r  than :em t o  about 30 percent 
by voltme of the  t o t a l  flow through the c i r c u l a r  tube test  section. 
tests a r e  summarized i n  Table 7 .  
These tests consis ted 
These 
Photographs of t h e  h W  flow with various amounts of helium are presented 
i n  Fig. 12. 
located downstream of t h e  v e r t i c a l  test sect ion.  
These p ic tures  were taken of the horizontal  s i g h t  tube 
The pwrpoie of these tests was two-fold: 1) deterrrine whether t h e  test 
sect ion could accept h e l i u  f r o t h  flow a t  conditions simulating OUE i n j ec to r -  
end operation and. 2) e s t a b l i s h  the effect of helium f r o t h  on t h e  burn-out 
l j  l i t  of t h e  amiae fuels. 
most c r i t i c a l  i n  t e r n  of helium froth s e n s i t i v i t y  s ince  t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  
high cmlant temperature and lou subcooling would seem t o  make transi- 
t i on  t:, f i lm boi l ing  highly suscept ib le  t o  changes i n  coolant flow condi t ions-  
The i n j e c t o r  end region i s  believed t o  be t h e  
The nominal t e s t  operating conditions i n  terms of coolant veloci ty ,  o u t l e t  
subcooling, and heat  f l u  lev21 were intended t o  simulate injector-end 
values for +e Rocketdyne OUE Integrated Thrust Chamber (ITC) design which 
i s  regeneratively cooled with W. 
f t i s e c  coolant ve loc i ty  (without helium), 130°F subcooling and about 1.8 
BTU/in2-sec heat f l u  level .  
cal power were selected based on a supposed CRES tube with an inner  
diameter of 0.069 inches. 
tubular  test sect ions indicated a tube inner  diameter of 0.086 incFes due 
t o  3 wall thickness of about 0.020 inches r a t h e r  than t h e  specif ied 
value of 0.028 inches. 
These nominal design values are 25-30 
The appropriate coolant flourate and e l e c t r i -  
Pcsttest sect ioning and measurement of t he  
The r e su l t an t  experimental adjusted heat f lux  and 
33 
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2 coolant veloci ty  (without helium) were, therefore ,  about 1-5  BtU/in -sec 
and 15 ft/sec, respectively.  The subcooling w a s  e s s e n t i a l l y  unchanged 
s ince t h i s  f ac to r  is  based only on total  flourate and e l e c t r i c a l  power. 
Actual h o t - f i r e  t e s t i n g  of t he  Integrated Thrust Chamber a t  k g i  indicated 
loKer thar, predicted heat loads as d i s c u s s e d i n t h e  ITC T e s t  fieport. Based 
on thesc r e s u l t s ,  t h e  1TC was reanalyzed to  determine probable in j ec to r -  
end heat f lux  levels and subcooling. 
injector-end heat f lux  of about 1.5 - 1.6 BTU/in*-sec. 
load resul ted i n  an increased o u t l e t  subcooling of about 17OoF. 
This  ana lys i s  indicated a nominal 
The reduced heat 
The overa l l  r e s u l t  of t h e  var ious factors discussed previously is  that 
the  heated tube test conditions were more severe than cur ren t ly  antici- 
pated f o r  the IK (based on 1-D heat  flux l eve ls ) .  
l eve l  is comparable, but the experimental vaiue of t h e  ve loc i ty  times 
subcooling (VaTsv~) factor is about 40 percent of that predicted for the  
OME Integrated Tinrust Chamber. 
The test heat  flux 
In  s p i t e  of t he  more severe o p x s t i n g  conditions,  helium f r o t h  flows as 
high as  30 percent by volume w e r e  accorrodated by the  e l e c t r i c a l l y  heated 
tubes wichout any apparent hardware damage or temperature excursions. 
Five tests ( 4  Mi, 1 SO-SO) were conducted a t  increasing heat f l u x  l eve l s  
i n  order t o  detenaine the  bum-out limits associated with helium f ro th .  
Only one test was accomplished with the 50-50 coolant (helium f r o t h z 3 0  
percent by volume) as the  test sec t ion  physical ly  "burned-out" after 
t r ans i t i on  t o  f i l m  boiljrlg occurred. Three burn-out type tests ( t rans i -  
t i on  t a  f i lm boi l ing)  were accomplished with Wi at helium flows of 12 
and 29 percent by volume. 
rapid t o  prevent ac tua l  tube f a i l u r e  during thesc t e s t s .  
The system power shut-off was su f f i c i en t ly  
The s ingle  50-50/heliw. f r o t h  burn-out p i n t  i s  compare? i n  Figure 13 
w i t h  t he  previous heated tube da ta  for 50-50 cooling i n  terms of burn-out 
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heat  f l ux  and the  VATsvB cor re l a t ing  parameter. 
is based on the  reduced dens i ty  assoc ia ted  with t h e  f r o t h  flow. 
The f r o t h  ve loc i ty  
I t  appears tha t  the  effect of helium inges t ion  i n  the  form of f r o t h  
does not s ign i f i can t ly  affect t h e  SO-SO cooling capab i l i z j  i n  teras of  
t h e  bas ic  burn-out r e l a t ion .  A s i n g l e  f r o t h  da t a  point ,  however, is not  
s u f f i c i e n t  t o  make 3 firm conclusion p a r t i c u l a r l y  considering t h e  
scatter of t he  bbsic  50-50 bum-out data. 
The t h r e e  Wi/helium f r o t h  burn-out d a t a  poin ts  are compared t o  t h e  
previous heated tube d a t a  i n  Fig. 14. 
degradation i n  burn-out limits as t h e  h e l i u  percent is iacreased. 
a heliutr flow of 29 percent  by volume t h e  burn-out hea t  flux is about 
1.8 BTU/in -sec versus about 2.8 BTU/in -sec based on previous (no-froth) 
tests. 
chamber safety f a c t o r  if t rue .  
There appears to  be a definite 
A t  
2 2 
This represents  a s i g n i f i c a n t  reduct ion i n  t h e  regenerat ive 
One item which somewhat clouds t h e  W / h e l i t m  f r o t h  tests r e s u l t s  is 
the  bum-out heat f lux  level achieved i n  a r e l a t i v e l y  low-froth 
flow ( 2 4  percent helium) test (t2-67). This test was conducted to  
approximate the  previous no-froth test r e s u l t s .  Unfortunately, t h e  
bum-out heat flux leve l  obtained w a s  similar to  that achieved with 
29 ?ercent helium f ro th .  
t h e  helium f r o t h  series and there was i n s u f f i c i e n t  time t o  repeat  t h e  
test. 
(i.e., heat absorbed by coolant g rea t a r  than electrical power input ) .  
I h e  t e s t  a l so  u t i l i z e d  a new power source and was conducted somewhat 
hurr iedly ( the fac i l i ty  had t o  be vacated due t o  o ther  t e s t  program 
commitments). 
t he  t e s t ,  but do suggest t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  of e r r o r .  
Tes t  2-67 w a s  conducted at a later date than 
The tes t  had some inconsis tancies  such as a negat ive heat  balance 
These f ac to r s  are not necessarily s u f f i c i e n t  t o  inva l ida t e  
A t  prcscnt, it must  be concluded t h a t  there  i s  a st rong p o s s i b i l i t y  of 
a burn-out heat fltix reducti-on with helium f r o t h  ingestion. This is 
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not unreasonable since the presence of numerous smallhelium bubbles 
dispersed throughout the liquid may affect 'he mxleate boiling phenanena. 
In particular, an &Mi bubble formed at the heated surface and dispersed 
inzo the aain flow may be replaced by helium rather than liquid at the 
heated surface. 
if trapped by helium instead of the subcooled liquid. 
Also, the Mi vapor bubble may not condense as rapidly 
Additional testing of helium ingestion in the form of froth is advised 
to more accurately determine burn-out characteristics. 
asymmetrically heated rectangular channel test sections should be utilized 
to simulate actual regenerative cooled thrust chamber operation. 
The use of 
2-D Burn-Out Tests 
One of the primary objectives of the additional testkg was to determine 
the 2-D thermal characteristics of a rectangular channel section subjected 
to asymmetric heating similar to that which occurs in actcal thi,st chamber 
opeiation. 
corners of the channels f O i  the relatively wide lands at the chamber injec- 
tor end. TlLe predicted reducticr, of the local injector-end safety factor 
by about 20 to 30 percent has considerable impact on regenerative chamber 
design in terms of coolant 2ressure drop. 
tests were conductcd to determine the vrlldity of the analysis. 
Theoretical analysis predicts a concentration of heat in the 
The aspetric heated channel 
A total of seven burn-out type tests were conducted with amine fuel cool- 
ing in two different geometry rectangular channel test sections. 
seven tests were evaluated in order to ascertain possible 2-D conduction 
effects on local safety factor. 
These 
The electrical heat generation distribution bias estimated using the 
Differential Equation Analyzer Program (DEAP) thermal model (see Appendix). 
It uas detcrmined from this analysis that about 1G to 15 percent of the 
40 
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heat generated occgrred i n  the  lands and closeout of t he  t+'t sect ion.  
The overa l l  a s p m e t r i c  heat  flux (obtained from dividing heat input by 
copper strip surface area) was therefore  adjusted douriward by t h i s  amount 
t o  simulate the  ac tua l  burnout heat f l ux  condition on tha  primary heated 
surface.  
?r. the  i n i t i a l  test program, a s i n g l e  burn-out type t e s t  was conducted 
with 50-50 coolant. 
t o r  chanber injector-end 2eslgn. A t  nominal flow conditions the  electrical 
power was increased t o  t h e  maximum f a c i l i t y  capab i l i t y  which r e su l t ed  
i n  a heat €lux l e v e l  of  about 2 . 0  STU/.-n2;sec. 
the flourate w a s  gradually reduced until a wall temperature excursion 
was achieved. The terP7erature rise w a s  sufficient t o  m e l t  t he  copper 
heat ing s t r i p  and a u t o a t i c  pc~~e .  s h u - d m  was i n i t i a t e d .  This occurred 
at about one-third of nominal design flow. 
at bun-ou t  a r e  presented i n  Table 8. 
The test section geometry simulated t h e  demonstra- 
As no burn-out occurred, 
The various cooling parameters 
In t he  later t e s t  series, s i x  bum-out type c e s t s  were achieved with 
WH fue l .  
increased heat  f lux levels .  
A l a rger  power supply was u t i l i z e d  t o  permit inves t iga t ion  of 
These r e s u l t s  are a l s o  presented i n  Table 8. 
The 2-D burn-out results are a l so  presented in Fig. 15 fo r  comparison 
with the  1-0 tube da ta .  
of the  V*ATsUB parameter t he  2-D burn-out heat f l u  is considerably less 
than the  1-D value. A t  lower values of V*ATsus there  i s  good agreement 
with 1-D r e s u l t s .  The two tests (112-4d and 2-64) which devia te  ihe most 
from the tubular  I - D  da ta  had the  bes t  heat balances ( 5  and 12 percent).  
The heat balance on three  of the  remaining tests was about 25 percent.  
A de ta i l ed  re-evaluation of the  raw data did not uncover the  reason f o r  
the dhcrepancy although it i s  most l i ke ly  associated with tempera't ure 
r ibe  and/or flowrate measurements r a the r  than e l e c t r i c a l  power measurement. 
The poor heat balance f o r  Test 2-62 is a t t r i b u t e 6  t o  inaccuracies i n  ;low 
measurement due t o  the  extremely small flowrate u t i l i z e d  i n  t h i s  t e s t .  
I t  is  apparent t h a t  at  r e l a t i v e l y  high values 
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An analytical prediction ofthe burn-out heat flux as a function of the 
VATsUB parmeter was determined using the aforementioned DEAP thermal 
model and chamel geometry of test sections number 1 and 2 (H = .080", 
W = .060", L = .093"). The resulting analytical curve is also presented 
in Fig. 15 where it is seen to agree reasunably well with the rectangu- 
lar channel test results. 
At the low . heat flux where the data appears t o  agree better with the 
1 - D  results rather than the 2-D analysis, it is possible that some 
localized film boiliqg was sustained. This could be possible if the 
film boiling characteristirs of MlH are better than assumed. 
Based on the foregoing analysis, it can be concluded that the use 0: a 
one-dimensional safety factor (as obtained with symmetrically heated 
tubes) can lead to overestimation of the safety factor associated with 
rectangular channels. The DEAP thermal model ( 2  dimensional analysis) 
appear t o  provide a reasonably accurate means of estimativg local 
safety factors associated with rectangular channels. 
analysis approach was used in designing both the Demonstrator and Integrated 
thrust chambers on this progrm. 
A 2-dimensional 
44 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The results obtained during this test program piclvided valuable infor- 
mation regarding cooling characteristics of M4H a. d q0-50 fuel unde- 
various adverse operating conditions, as might occ!ir in the 3!E regener- 
at ive c 'umber. 
Both Mi and 50-50 are capable of withstanding chamber hvL-r.tart 
conaitions at initial wall temperatures as high as 1600 F witi:out adverse 
effocts on either chamber or coolant. 
without wall temperature overshoot or fuel "popping. " 
The initial rapid quench occurs 
Helium bubble ingestion durations ia excess of one secc 5 are feasible 
in the OME thrust chamber without serious wall temperature increase. 
The asymmetric heated rectangular test sections simulating the OME 
chamber exhibited much l e s s  sensitivity to helium buthles than did the 
uniformly heated circular tube test sections. 
Fe1iu.s froth ingestion tests in circular tubes indicated steaiy-state 
operating capability with froth percents as high as 29 percent (by volume) 
at condizions more severe than predicted f x  the OME The maximum burn-out 
heat flux capability of YMH appeared to be degraded significantly, however, 
at these higher helium froth flows. 
particular, the use of an asymmetrically ILated rectangular test sect.ion 
is reccmmended to verifv safe operationwithfroth at simulated OME 
chamber conditions. 
Further testing is advised. Irc 
The 2-D test results essentially verified the predj Sted safety factor 
penalty associated with wide lands such as occur in the OME constant 
channel width chamber designs at the injector end. 
eliminated by utilizing a tapered channel width OM€ chamber design, 
which will provide for narrower lands at tht. i;?jector end. 
shouli result in significant coolant pressure drop reduction as compared 
to tl,e curren: designs for an equivalent true local safety factor profile. 
This effect can be 
This approach 
45 
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Rocketdyne re.enti> completed s series of tests rrnder ccntract XU9-13302 
to determine caoling characteristics of .=I and 50-59 fuel. 
utilized rectangular coolant passage test sections eiectrically heated 
along oce surface tc more clcsel:; simulate rhe coolant channel heat and 
tecycrature distribution that occur in an act-&! thrust chaaber. The 
analFtisa1 technique used in evaluating the test results nbtainzd with 
:he asymmetrically heated, rectangular coolaTt passage test sections 
is ?resented in this appendix. 
Th. : tests 
DISCUSS Ioh’ 
The p i i a r y  purpose of the electrically heated test section tests (tube 
and rectangular passages) conducted to date uith amine fuels is to establish 
a se~i-eiq~iricalcoielation and/or t h e m 1  model to predict the conditions 
under khich transition to film Coiling uill occur in a regenerative cooled 
thrust chamber such as the SS/(mE. 
the naninal forced ccnvection-nucleate boiling co0lir.g mode is c o m o ~ l y  
referred to as a burn-out condition, since the increased therm 
of the film to the imposed heat f lux level usually results in excessive 
wall temperatures and localized structural failtire. 
This transition to film boiling from 
resistance 
The heat flux at Lhich bum-out occurs is primaril?* 2 function of the 
coolant velocity, V, and sub-cooling, ATsuB (saturation temperature minus 
locai coolaat temperature). A typica; plot of electrically heated 
circular tube data for Mi cooling is prestnted in Fig. Al. 
correlating equation based on this datz is also shown and Carl be expressed 
25 0.633 
A satisfactory 
(Qlh) B .O. = 0.025 (V- ATsvB) (A- 11 
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where '2 is  i n  ft/sec, ATsub i n  OF, and (OIA)B.o- i n  BllJ/in'-sec. 
equation is somewhat consemative i n  t h a t  i t  prcdicts zero heat  f lux  
capab i l i t y  If e i t h e r  t h e  ve loc i ty  or subcooling is zcro. 
This 
The a fo raen t ioned  da ta  is based on a un i fo r r ly  e l e c t r i c a l l y  heated 
c i r c u l a r  tube and, as such, can be considered bas ic  cooling data. In  
order t o  apply these  r e s u l t s  t o  noncircular  and/or asymetric hated tes t  
sections, it is n e c e s s q  t o  u t i l i z e  an appropriate  two-dimensional 
conduction mode? t o  obta in  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  heat  f l ux  d i s t r i b u t i o n  at the 
coolant surface in te r face .  
with the e s s e n t i a l l y  1-D equation (A-1) de te rn ines  t h e  r e l a t i v e  local 
safe:.,- f ac to r  defined as: 
This e f f e c t i v e  2-D heat  flux i n  conjunction 
In the  case of 
ular with the  
surface. Thir 
t h e  Oh€ t h r u s t  chamber, t h e  cooling passages are rectang- 
combustion gas convective heat input occurr ing over one 
is  shown p i c t o r i a l l y  i n  Fig. A2. I n  order  t o  simulate 
the  t h r u s t  chamber asymetric heat ing on a s i n g l e  channel subscale test, 
a copper s t r i p  is brazed t o  one surface of t h e  basic C X S  channel test 
sect ion.  The la rge  d i f fe rence  in  
electrical r e s i s t i v i t y  of copper and CRES r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  majori ty  of 
heat generation i n  t h e  copper (=80-90 percent) ,  thereby simulating 
t h r u s t  chamber asjmetric heating. 
This  is  also depicted i n  Fig. A2. 
The 2-D conduction ana lys i s  tias accomplished using t h e  Rocketdyne 
Dif fe ren t ia l  Equation Analyzer Program (DEAP). This  is a thermal 
ana1y:er type pi-grm, which u t i l i L  ' 5  a lumped parameter nodal network 
consis t ing of the  appropriate  node capacitance and inter-node connectors 
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(admittance) to represent the desired geaetry. A schematic nodal repre- 
sentation of the electrically heated rectangular channel geometry is 
Frtsented in Fig. AS. 
dg; to synetry. 
sr.cr-on is replaced by u(Es (tf:rzl thickness equalling the hot wall 
valuL), resulting i n  a finer grid (six divisions) across the hot wall. 
Note that only a half-channel section is required 
In the case of the thrust chamber analysis, the copper 
The electrical heating is simulated by internal heat generation functions 
€or each nodc. In the case of a 2-0 model, the electrical heat generation 
per unit length Q/f can be expressed in terms of impressed voltage per 
unit length E/! as: 
where An represents the cross-sectional area assigned to each node, and 
Y is the electrical resistivity corresponding to the node material. The 
total heat generation can be varied by simply inputting into the program 
various values of E/!. 
The electrical resistivj ty of copper is strongly affected by temperature 
as can be seen in Fig. A4, where the resistivity increases abut a 
factor of 4 in going from room temperature to 1200 F. 
accounted for in the DEAP program by means of an input table such that 
the resistance of each node is based on its calculated temperature. 
variation in CRES resistivity with temperature is much less than for 
ccpper varying only about a factor of 1 . S  for the same tmperature range 
noted previously. 
This effect is 
The 
This is depicted in Fig. A S .  
The conduction and heat generation portion of the channel thermal model 
just discussed is relatively simple and straightforward. 
difficulty in the thermal analysis is the spccification of t h e  coolant 
The prinrary 
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side boundary conditions associated with the forced convection-nucleate 
boiling mode of cooling encountered in the Oh€ thrust chamber aesign. 
In siml-lc forced convection the thermal resistance is essentially 
independcnt of the imposed heat transfer rate. The thermal resistance 
associated with nucleate boiling, however, dccreases markedly with 
increasing heat transfer rate due to an increased rate of vapor bubble 
formation and agitation, until a point is reached wherein the bubble 
generation rate is so great that a vapor fila is formed between the wall 
and liquid. 
characterized by very high thermal resistance with possible resultant 
tube or channel burn-out due to the 
This point is knotn as transition to film boiling, and is 
- & i -  : mperature drop across the film 
In the DEAP program, the uall coolant surface boundary conditions are 
specified in terms of a local bulk temperature, Tg, and a film coefficient 
hc such that the heat flux Gf a surface node at a taperature, Twc, is 
given by the usual relation: 
(A-4) 
Since c k  f i !h  coefficient is inversely proportional to the coolant 
therm;i rsf.T-rtance, it varies just the opposite of the cooling mode- 
heat flux r lation discussed in the previous paragraph. 
forced con-rection, hc is relatively ccnstant, increases markedly in 
the 
during f iln boi 1 in.;. 
That is, for 
.;leatc boiliny, regime and finally drops to a very low value 
Based on the preceding discussion, it is apparent that a p:m coefficient- 
heat flux relationship must be establizhed that i s  compatible for use in 
the thermal model. lhis is most easily accomplished by consideration of 
the wall temperature variation with cooling mode. 
boiling cannot b -  initiated until the local wall temperature exceeds 
the coolant sa1 ration temperature, 
Local nucleate 
. Transition to film boiling T~~~ 
A9 
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occurs about SO to 100 F above saturation temperature (critical AT) .  
Itsing these temyeratcre bounds for nucleate boiling, the effective 
f i l m  coefficient can be expressed as a function of wall temperature as 
shown schenatisally i n  Fig. Ad. 
For coolant side wall temperatures below T 
that calculated for forced convection from the standard relationship: 
the film coefficient is SAT’ 
k 0.8 0.4 
NPR h = 0.023 ;i;; Npx C (A- 5) 
where % is the passage hydraulic diameter, k che coolant thermal 
conductivity and N 
respectively. 
and NpR are coolant Reynolds and Prardtl number, RE 
At a coolant side wall temperature equal to TsAT + 100 F (this represents 
about the maximum temperature differential possible before film boiling 
occurs), the effective film coefficient is determind from the 1-D 
burn-out heat flux in conjunction with the corresponding wall t o  coolant 
temperature difference: 
(Q’A) B. 0. h- = 
where (Q/A) B 0 
based on electrically heated tube data. 
utilized between maximum and minimum boiling points is sufficiently 
accurate since the maximum ATw is 100 F .  
is obtained from equation (A-1) or other suitable relation 
The linear hc - Twc relation 
In the film boiling region, the film coefficient is estimated at about 
10 percent of the peak value based on limited water film boiling data. 
The actual value is not particularly important, since the purpose of 
the current analysis is to determine the point at which film boiling is 
i 
\3 i 
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initiated in a channel section. Accurate estimation of the film 
boiling effective film coefficient would be of great value, however, 
in determining the equilibrium 
whether a "burn-out" would actually occur. 
difficult to obtain and would require somewhat more elaborate test 
procedures than utilized in pre-Jious electrically heated tube tests. 
teqerature of the channel wall and 
This type of basic da a is 
Th: preceding film coefficient-coolant wall temperature relation was 
incorporated into the DEAP model to provide more accurate determination 
of t3e wall temperature and heat flux distribution around to channel 
coolant surface. 
The DEAP thermal model was utilized to determine the electrical power 
requiremer.rs to initiate film boiling corresponding to the coalant velocity, 
bulk temperature and satu-z+ion temperature for actual test conditions. 
The program input heat load (power) w a s  gradually increased until a wall 
temperature excursion simulating bum-out was predicted. 
are shown in Fig. A7 and A8 for coolant conditions corresponding to 
Test 48 as noted. 
and the various wall temperatures achieve an equilibrium value. 
Fig. A8, a nominal heat load increase of about 7 percent, compared to 
the previous case, resalts in initiation of film boiling in the corner 
(node 64) and moving outward to mid-channel (node 67). 
Typical results 
In Fig. A7 transition to film boiling does not occur, 
In 
The temperature and heat flux distribution corresponding to a heat load 
condition slightly below a burn-out value is presented in Fig. A 9 .  The 
relative shape d.2 spacing of the isotherms indicates a concentration of 
heat in the channel corner. The calculaLed heat flux distrihtion is 
2 shown to be a m a x i m u m  in the corner with a vlaue of about 7.8 BTU/in -sec. 
The burn-out heat flux based on equation (A-1) for the coolant condi- 
tions noted is 7.9 BTU/in2-sec. The average surface heat flux in the 
copper strip and top CRES section is 5.0 BTU/in2-sec obtained by dividing 
the heat generated by the thermal model test section half width. Thls 
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latter value is the  equivalent 1-I! heat flux which *.t..ld normally bc 
used tc predic t  t hc  locsl sa fe ty  f a c t o r  neglecting coolant passage 
geone t r -  e f f cc t s .  I t  is  apparcat t iu t  the  r e l a t i v e l y  vide lands i n  
:his c h n n e l  design r e s u l t  i n  considerable penalty insofar as o c t c ~ l  
coolsnt safety f ac to r  is mncerncd- 
The actrial I -Lb equivalent xmlan t  burn-out heat flux as determined 
2 experimcntally f o r  test 48 yas about 4.; BTU/in -sec after sub t r ac t i rq  
out t he  hear generated i n  t h e  lands and closeout ( 2 1 3  percent) .  
Qne fu r the r  considerat ion is whether or not  +,he asSFIletric electrically 
heated rectangular  test sec t ion  is an accurate representa t ion  of actual 
thrust chaaber operat ing condi t ions-  I t  would be expected, f o r  e x a p l e ,  
tbt t h e  high thermal conduct ivi ty  copper striv b m ~ l d  tend to  smooth 
out  t h e  heated sur face  temperature d i s t r ibu t ion .  In  addi t ion ,  t h e  
e l e c t r i c a l  heat  generat ion i n  the  CRES lands and closeout  repre- cent  an 
i n c r e s e  i n  total  heat  load t o  the  test sec t ion  not foand i n  actual t h r u s t  
chamber operation. 
The DE-U' thermal node]. K, ,  therefor.;, u+i ; i ted  t o  determine rhe neat  
flu and temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n  i n  t h e  tes t  sec t ion  (minus the  copper 
s t r i p )  subjected t o  a convective heat  input  r a t h e r  than an electrical 
equicalent.  
i n  Fig. A10.  
ature d i s t r i b u t i o n  with a va r i a t ion  of about 180 F from mid-channel t o  
n i d - h : J ,  r a the r  than 13 F as in  the  e l e c t r i c a l l y  heated channel 
analysis. Th average sur face  tempersture, however, is  s imi l a r  i n  each 
case being about 1320 F. 
out t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  heat input. 
heat f lux  which i s  seen t o  be only about 6 percent louer than for the  
e l e c t r i c a l  heating case. I t  appears, thereforc ,  t h a t  an aspmr: r ic  
e l e c t r i c a i l y  heated rectangular  passage tes t  sec t ion  is a reasonibly 
accurate representat ion ofac tua ;  t h r u s t  chamber heating i n  terms of deter -  
nining i n i t i a t i o n  of bur.-out conditions.  
The r e su l t i ng  isotherms and heat  f l u x  l eve l s  are presented 
There is, indeed, a di f fe rence  i n t h e  heated sur face  t s f e i -  
The closeout region is  about 6 5  F ccoler  w i t h -  
n1e  key f ac to r ,  howevcr, is the corner 
.4SR 74- 
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